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California Caucus of College and University Ombuds 
42nd Annual Conference 

 
Emboldening Our Practice:  Strategies to Enrich Ombuds 

Value 
 
 

Sunday, November 8- Wednesday, November 11, 2015 
 

Asilomar Conference Center 
Pacific Grove, California 

 
 
 
Conference Overview and Historical Note 
 
Welcome to Cal Caucus.  This year marks the 50th year of all ombuds work in 
North America. We proudly are the longest standing professional gathering of and 
for ombuds and others interested in the practice of ombudsing in academic settings.  
We’ve met at Asilomar since the first caucus in 1973, and it really does continue to 
feel like home. Don’t let our name, origins, and California coast meeting site fool 
you -- we are colleagues from across the US, Canada, and beyond and hope to 
welcome you too into our community of ombuds practitioners.   
   
The California Caucus of College and University Ombuds (CCCUO) brings 
together seasoned and new ombuds to benefit from shared experience and 
knowledge, discuss concerns, and network in a supportive environment with 
colleagues committed to professional skill development. As you saw above, we 
refer to our group as Cal Caucus.  
 
The highlight of the Cal Caucus year is our annual conference with its distinctive 
intimate feel, which allows for new and strengthened connections with other 
ombuds.  Asilomar provides a peaceful and beautiful setting for deep reflection and 
learning.  Each year, workshops are grounded in the work of CCCUO participants, 
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other ombuds, and esteemed colleagues from related fields.  Here you will find 
numerous opportunities to learn with and from each other in conference sessions 
and thoughtful conversations, and we think this benefit is what really sets us apart.  
Our sessions emphasize experiential opportunities to learn and grow together as 
applicable. 
 
At this year’s conference we’ll continue the tradition of whole-group sessions 
exploring a variety of topics directly relevant to ombuds work.  Sessions are 
grounded in real experiences – the practice of ombudsing – and provide concrete 
tools and opportunities to practice methods and to develop skills.  Additionally, 
there’s time to ask questions, test ideas, share successes, critique tough challenges 
– all culminating in a vibrant and relevant exploration of various aspects of 
ombuds practice.   
 
The “caucus” concept can be traced back to Native American and First Nations 
traditions of gathering tribal elders to address concerns.  We know this was a 
practice in other parts of the world as well.  For example, there is also a European 
tradition traceable to the medieval period, in which those committed to a common 
interest gathered together to break bread and benefit from shared wisdom.  
Continuing in that vein, our annual conference brings together seasoned and new 
ombuds to reflect and learn about what matters in the academic ombuds world.  At 
Cal Caucus, we value our 40-year-plus history of inclusiveness, and seek always to 
solicit multiple perspectives and practice generous listening to all points of view.  
We look forward to adding your voice to ours. 
 
Asilomar means “Refuge by the Sea” and is a calming rustic conference center on 
the Pacific Ocean beach.  It recently celebrated its 100th anniversary and continues 
to offer the perfect combination of natural and human-created amenities to promote 
knowledge enhancement, contemplative reflection, and physical activity.  
Additionally, it showcases the work of California’s first female architect and 
designer of Hearst Castle, Julia Morgan.  It is a wonderful place to unwind before 
and after sessions, with walks and runs on the beach, bird watching, or close 
encounters with the colony of wintering Monarch butterflies that start arriving in 
Pacific Grove about the same time of year as we do.   
 
Additionally, the Asilomar conference grounds provide ready access to other very 
special areas of the California coast.  Monterey is nice walk or five-minute drive 
away, and the famed 17-mile Drive and scenic Carmel are nearby as well.   
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If you are new to Cal Caucus, or considering a return after a few years away, we 
are happy to answer any questions you have by e-mail or phone.  You will find 
informational links and contact information on the last page. 
 
Until we meet at Cal Caucus, 
 
Katherine Greenwood 
2015 CCCUO Conference Convener 
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California Caucus of College and University Ombuds 
42nd Annual Conference Schedule 

 
 
 
 
Sunday, November 8, 2015 
 
4:00 - 6:00 pm  Conference registration:  Kiln Room 
   Room check-in location: Asilomar Front Desk  

Registrar:  Emma Williams 
 
 
5:00 - 6:00 pm Welcome Reception and Celebrating Fifty Years of Ombuds Offices in 

North America 
Location:  Kiln Room  
   

 
6:00 – 9:00 pm By the Sea Dinner:  Welcome and Conference Kickoff 
   Location:  Kiln Room 
 2015 CCCUO Conference Convener: Katherine Greenwood 
  

Here You Are!   
After-dinner activity with Jenna Brown, Denver University. 
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Monday, November 9, 2015 
 
7:30 -- 8:15 am Breakfast, Crocker Dining Hall 
 
8:30 -- 8:45   Opening Remarks 
   Location:  Kiln Room 

Host:  2015 CCCUO Conference Convener: Katherine Greenwood 
 
  
8:45 -- 10:15   Claiming Our Power 

Speakers: Natalie Sharpe, Andrew Larratt-Smith, and  
Katherine Greenwood 

 
10:15 -- 10:30   Break 
 
10:30 -- 11:30 Lessons Learned from Coaching, Upward Feedback, and a Deposition 

Speaker: Tom Kosakowski 
 
11:30 --1:00 pm Lunch, Crocker Dining Hall 
 
1:00 -- 2:00 Introduction to Student Development Theory and its Relevance to 

Ombuds Practice  
   Speaker:  Jay Solman 
 
2:00 – 2:15   Break 
 
2:15 – 3:30 Short and Sweet: How the Use of Solution-Focused Brief Therapy 

Provides New Perspectives for Ombuds Practice 
Speaker: Emma Williams 

 
3:30—3:45  Break 
 
3:45 – 4:45 Friendly, Friend, or More? What are “Appropriate” Relationships for 

Ombuds on Campus and What Crosses the Line? 
Speaker: Sarah Klaper 

 
6:00 – 7:00  Dinner 

Location: Crocker Hall 
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Monday program (continued) 
 
7:00-8:00  Post-dinner Speakers and CCCUO Recognitions and Awards 
   Location:  Kiln Room   
       

Speaking Truth to Ourselves: A Reflective Dialogue 
On the verge of retirement, our respected after-dinner speakers, Howard 
Gadlin and Tom Sebok, participate in an unflinchingly honest discussion 
about their respective experiences as ombuds. 

 
 
Tuesday, November 10, 2015 
 
 
7:30 -- 8:15  Breakfast 
   Location: Crocker Hall 
 
8:30 -- 8:45   Announcements 
 Location:  Kiln Room 
 
8:45 -- 9:45   The Ombudsperson as Fairness Policy Entrepreneur: Advancing Policy 

Change in Post-Secondary Contexts  
Speaker: Brent Epperson 

 
9:45 -- 10:00 Break 
 Location:  Kiln Room 
 
10:00 -- 11:30   Peer-to-Peer Consultations  

Speakers: Patricia Ponce and Katherine Greenwood 
 
11:30 -- 11:40  Group photo 
   Location:  Kiln Room   
     
11:40 -- 1:00 pm Lunch, Crocker Dining Hall  
 
1:00 – 5:00  Caucus and small group discussions 
 

This session provides time for self- and small group reflection, and for 
networking with colleagues.  Groups form around shared interest in a topic 
and/or activity.     

 
6:00 – 7:00  Dinner, Crocker Dining Hall 
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Tuesday program (continued) 
 
7:30 – 9:00  Gift Exchange – A Fun Adventure 
   Location: Kiln Room 

 
This Cal Caucus tradition provides an entertaining way to learn more 
about your colleagues. Bring a wrapped gift (to keep it a surprise) that 
represents a passion or interest in your life.  Maximum $25.  
 

 
 
 
Wednesday, November 11, 2015 
 
7:30-- 8:45 am  Breakfast, Crocker Dining Hall 
 
9:00 -- 9:15  Announcements 
   Location:  Kiln Room 
 
9:15 --10:15  Just a Taste: The Ombuds Sampler 
   Location:  Kiln Room 
 

Sampler 1: Challenges and Rewards of a New Internship Program 
Speaker: Natalie Sharpe 
 
Sampler 2: Internal marketing 
Speaker: Chuck Sloane and Emma Williams 
 

10:15 -- 10:30  Break 
 
10:30 -- 11:30  CCCUO Planning Meeting 
   Location:  Kiln Room 

Conference content debrief – continuing the conversations … 
This is an opportunity to share your ideas and shape the direction of the 
2016 conference.  Everyone is welcome.  Come and make Cal Caucus all 
it can be! 
 

 
11:30 – 12:30 CCCUO Annual Business Meetings (includes voting for Board of 

Directors 
   Location:  Kiln Room (everyone is welcome) 
   Everyone is welcome 
   11:30-12:00 Member Meeting 
   12:00-12:30 Board of Directors Meeting   
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Conference Session Descriptions 

 

Claiming Our Power 

Presenters: Natalie Sharpe, University of Alberta; Andrew Larratt-Smith, University of 
California, Riverside; and Katherine Greenwood, University of Colorado Denver  

Ombuds can be (mis)perceived as powerless since we are impartial and lack formal decision 
making authority. We thoroughly reject this notion. But what forms of power do ombuds have? 
And how do we wield our power effectively and righteously? This session will explore the 
nuances of ombuds power through various lenses including archetypal patterns of positional 
power, power and language, and the contrast between “hard and “soft” power. 

 

Friendly, Friend, or More? What Are Appropriate Relationships for Ombuds on Campus, 
and What Crosses the Line?  

Presenter: Sarah Klaper, Northern Illinois University 

Ombuds are encouraged, and it is in fact necessary for our positions, to build relationships with 
colleagues across the campus community.  This interactive workshop will explore the realities of 
relationship building, and where different ombuds draw the line of  “appropriateness.”  Should 
an ombuds be a social hermit?  Is that realistic in a small community?  Should an ombuds be 
friendly with individuals across campus, go out to lunch, be involved in community activities 
with potential visitors, be involved in houses of worship where other community members also 
attend, etc.?  Is a romantic relationship with another member of the campus community ever 
appropriate for an ombuds?  Or does it really depend on the person, how they draw lines and 
boundaries, and how they communicate?  This workshop will use some lecture and research, but 
will mostly involve interactive scenarios and discussions with participants.   
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Conference sessions (continued) 

Here You Are!  

Presenters: Jenna Brown, Denver University 

Welcome to Cal Caucus 2015. Sunday night’s session kicks off the Caucus, welcoming 
newcomers and longtimers to Asilomar and professional exploration, designed to encourage 
interaction and engagement that will serve participants throughout the Caucus. We will laugh 
and learn about ourselves and one another, the different places we come from, and common 
principles that guide us. 
 
 
Introduction to Student Development Theory and its Relevance to Ombuds Practice  
 
Presenter:  Jay Solman, Simon Fraser University 
 
This presentation will provide the key principles of Student Development theories within the 
context of student conduct and ombuds work.  Student Development theories explain the growth 
and maturation of students and the environmental influences that affect their development.  
Using case examples the presenter will demonstrate how the application of Student Development 
theories can assist students to better understand their circumstances and their role in the 
resolution process.  Additionally, the theory provides a framework by which to assess 
educational interventions with the intention of strengthening skills, stimulating self-
understanding, and increasing knowledge on the part of the student. 
 
 
Just a Taste:  The Ombuds Sampler 
 

The Power of a Positive ‘No’ 
Mary Beth Stevens, Los Alamos National Laboratory 

 
There are times when saying ‘no’ can seem difficult or even impossible. Other times we 
may say ‘no’ too quickly. This presentation highlights the differences between the easier 
and the more difficult ‘no’, traps we often fall into, and steps we can take in order to say 
no positively, strengthening relationships in the process.  Includes practical application of 
the “3-Step Model of Saying No” from The Power of a Positive No by William Ury. 

 
Sampler: Challenges and Rewards of a New Internship Program  
Presenter: Natalie Sharpe, University of Alberta 

 
Flexibility and adaptability have been key to the creation of the University of Alberta’s 
ombuds internship program launched May 2015.  The development of this program was 
driven not only by internal forces but also the professionalization of the ombuds role in 
higher education. With the adoption of Canada’s Standards of Practice in 2012, it became 
apparent that student ombuds would require more careful guidance and training through a  
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Conference sessions (continued) 

 
(Challenges and Rewards of a New Internship Program, continued) 
strong internship program. This session covers the University of Alberta’s paid internship 
program and will examine the elements that went into its development, and the strengths  
and challenges of the first six months of the one-year intern program. Natalie will include 
both trainer/mentor and intern learner perspectives.  

 
Sampler: Internal Marketing 
Chuck Sloane, University of Washington   

  
Every ombuds office must develop a marketing strategy to build awareness of the office 
as a campus resource. Our office at the University of Washington has been particularly 
focused on revamping our marketing efforts and strategy over the past two years. This 
presentation will share our successes and challenges, and provide other ombuds with an 
opportunity to reflect on their own marketing strategy. 

 
 
Lessons Learned from Coaching, Upward Feedback, and a Deposition 
 
Presenter: Tom Kosakowski, University of California Los Angeles 
 
As ombuds, many of us have been worried that a particular case might result in subsequent 
formal action such as a grievance or lawsuit, despite our best efforts. In this session, Tom will do 
a deep dive into an actual case which produced a lawsuit. The case involved a group of 
employees who perceived that they had been bullied and their subsequent actions to try to 
resolve it. Using a narrative approach with the entire Caucus, Tom will tell the story or what 
happened, stopping at some key analytical or decision points to have small groups discuss 
possible approaches. The large group will reconvene to hear options and points considered, 
before Tom relates what happened. He will continue his case narration and move to the next key 
point for more small-group discussion and feedback to the whole group.  Tom will provide 
lessons learned along the way, and invite participants of this interactive session to share their 
lessons learned from cases that ended in litigation or other formal actions. 

 
 Let’s	  Talk	  about	  It:	  Peer-‐to-‐Peer	  Case	  Studies 
 

Presenters: Patricia Ponce, California Polytechnic State University; and Katherine Greenwood, 
University of Colorado Denver 

In this practical and in-depth interactive session, participants will be invited to actively frame 
and unpack two challenging, real-life ombuds case studies, working at their table-groups. 
Participants will share their personal analytic approaches, decision-making models, and options 
they generated with their table partners. This format will promote an in-depth exploration and 
testing of a variety of principles, ethics, strategies, and suggestions. Different groups will unpack  
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Conference sessions (continued) 
	  
(Let’s	  Talk	  about	  It:	  Peer-‐to-‐Peer	  Case	  Studies,	  continued) 
different case studies. Please consider BYOC--“Bring your own case”-- to share as near the end 
of the session. 
 
 
Short and Sweet: How the Use of Solution-Focused Brief Therapy Provides New 
Perspectives for Ombuds Practice 
 
Presenter: Emma Williams 
 
Albert Einstein said, “We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we 
created them.”  In the last thirty years, a new method of therapy has been introduced as a way to 
help clients find solutions. Instead of searching for the root cause of the problem in order to find 
a solution, Solution-Focused Brief Therapy (SFBT) suggests that problems are distinct from 
solutions. A solution can be found by analyzing the solutions a client has previously tried that 
have not worked to narrow down a solution that may be more successful. SFBT assumes that the 
client is the expert on the problem and acts as a facilitator to help the client access and utilize 
their own knowledge to find a solution. This presentation will focus on the applications of SFBT 
to ombuds work, and will offer some new techniques and questions that Ombuds can utilize to 
help clients become more solution-focused. A role play activity at the end of the presentation 
will help the group cement their learning by practicing the new techniques they have learned on a 
hypothetical client case.  
 
 
Speaking Truth to Ourselves:  A Reflective Dialogue 
 
Howard Gadlin, National Institutes of Health; and Tom Sebok, University of Colorado Boulder 
 
Howard Gadlin and Tom Sebok are both planning to retire at the end of 2015 from a combined 
nearly 60 years of ombudsing.  During their respective careers they have both been board 
members of ombuds professional associations, editorial board members of several journals, and 
authors of numerous publications about ombuds, mediation, and other dispute resolution 
topics.  And, they have both frequently presented at ombuds conferences. In this session, they 
will engage one another in an unflinchingly honest reflective dialogue about their respective 
experiences, what they have learned, and what they are currently thinking about the work and the 
role of organizational ombudsman. 
 
The Ombudsperson as Fairness Policy Entrepreneur: Advancing Policy Change in Post-
Secondary Contexts 
 
Presenter: Brent Epperson, University of Alberta 
 
College and university ombuds work in complex political environments. Our roles and 
operational tool kits are distinct from both decision-makers and interest group advocates 
(student, faculty, and staff unions and associations). The unique and impartial character of the  
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Conference sessions (continued) 
 
The Ombudsperson as Fairness Policy Entrepreneur: Advancing Policy Change in Post-
Secondary Contexts, continued 
 
ombudsman position makes ombudspersons indispensable in the advancement of procedural, 
substantive, and equitable (sometimes called relational) fairness. This presentation differentiates 
advocacy for fairness from interest group lobbying within post-secondary institutions. It 
defines procedural, substantive, and equitable fairness and subsequently explores the ways in 
which the concepts of policy entrepreneurship and strategic issue framing can guide 
ombudspersons in the effort to create fairer campuses.  

 
 
 
 
 
With sincerest thanks… 
 
… and much gratitude to the people who worked hard over this last year on planning and 
producing this conference, and on supporting CCCUO.  Also, we express deep appreciation to all 
our presenters (listed above), who come at their own, sometimes personal, expense, to share their 
expertise and engage our learning.    
 
Conference Convener:   
Katherine Greenwood 
 
Planning Group Members: 
 Kevin Coonrod, Auburn University 
 Angela Dash, NE Ohio Medical University 
 Tina Feiger, Santa Monica College 
 Katherine Greenwood, University of Colorado Denver 

Andrew Larratt-Smith, University of California, Riverside 
Carter MacDonald, Camosun College 
John Medinilla, University of California, Riverside (extern) 

 Jim Oldani, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
 Patricia Ponce, California Polytechnic State University 
 Natalie Sharpe, University of Alberta 
 Valerie Craigwell White, Lewis & Clark College 
 Larry Wichter, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
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Contact us with questions about the conference 
  

General     Kathie Greenwood  katherine.greenwood@ucdenver.edu 
303.315.0046 

 
Program    Kathie Greenwood  katherine.greenwood@ucdenver.edu 

303.315.0046 
  

Valerie Craigwell White valeriew@lclark.edu 
503.768.7336  

      
 Registration   Emma Williams  emmaw22@uw.edu 

       206.543.6028 
 
Question about rooms  Valerie Craigwell White valeriew@lclark.edu 

503.768.7336  
   
 Emergency Conference questions James Oldani  oldani1@llnl.gov 
        925.785.8548  

     
 
Asilomar Services  Asilomar (General) 831.372.8016    

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Asilomar Conference Grounds, Monterey Peninsula’s “Refuge by the Sea” 

800 Asilomar Avenue, Pacific Grove, California 93950 
www.visitasilomar.com 

Telephone: 831.373.8016 
Fax:  831.372.7227 

 
Check-in: After 4:00 pm 
Check-out: By 11:00 am 
 
There is complimentary in-room WiFi, but no telephones or televisions are in the guest rooms.  Several of the rooms 
have working fireplaces. 
 
Getting there: 
Fly   Monterey Peninsula, San Jose, San Francisco, and Oakland Airports (Note: last time we checked, shuttles 

to the Monterey/Asilomar area didn’t operate from the Oakland Airport) 
 
Ride   Shuttles servicing Asilomar: 
 http://www.montereyairbus.com/ 

Note: be sure to ask them to deliver you to the hotel, or you’ll be left at the airport and need to catch a taxi 
to Asilomar. 

 
Drive  Asilomar is operated by California State Parks, and is 71 miles south of San Jose and 120 miles south of 

San Francisco. 
 


